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A supplement's undisclosed ingredient
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Written by kylestack on 08/31/2010 10:43:55 AM

As much as supplements are supposed to help athletes on the field, it seems like they can hurt them
just as much off it. One of the better known examples is NFL players' involvement with StarCaps, a
weight-loss supplement favored by linemen, who often have issues controlling their weight. The
problem for the players who have taken StarCaps has been an undisclosed ingredient —
bumetanide.

It's an ingredient restricted by the NFL, under its banned substance policy, because of its ability to be
a masking agent for steroids. Players who took StarCaps, typically linemen looking to lose weight,
consumed bumetanide and, as a result, were handed four-game suspensions for taking a banned
substance. Unfortunately for the players, bumetanide wasn't listed as an ingredient in StarCaps. Yet
the players allege NFL officials knew that StarCaps contained bumetanide but didn't relate that
information to players, the NFL player's union or to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

It's an ugly situation which has developed into various accused players filing lawsuits against the
NFL to rescind their suspensions, including an August 11 suit filed by former New Orleans Saints
lineman Jamar Nesbit against the NFL. Roberta Anding, a dietitian for the Houston Texans, believes
the blame should be placed on Balanced Health Products, the maker of StarCaps.

"The StarCaps thing is a tragic example of NFL players being taken advantage of," Anding says.  "I
honestly believe, after looking at the data on StarCaps, that the company lied. They didn't declare an
ingredient, and they left at least six NFL players hanging out to dry."

The situation has inspired her even more to provide healthy food and drink options to players. (Her
choices of coconut water, Greek yogurt and fruit juices have been chronicled on this blog.) Taking
supplements seems to be growing riskier and riskier, as leagues add substance after substance to
their “banned” list. Transparency of ingredients in each supplement is paramount, and in this case,
StarCaps doesn't seem to have covered its bases.

"This is an example of athletes who weren't doping," Anding emphasizes. "The players weren't trying
to cheat but got caught in a dirty industry."
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